[Although we hope the practice described and recommended in the following paper is that which, in its main features, is now adopted very generally by enlightened surgeons in this country, its renewed promulgation in a more formal shape cannot fail to be useful. The natural treatment here illustrated is far from being universally followed; the old system of impertinent interference with Nature in all her ways being that still adhered to by many practitioners.* In the present medical crisis, we, moreover, reckon it of especial importance that the attention of physicians should be directed to the curative activity of Nature in surgical cases, where the whole of the processes are subjected to the senses.
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If we find Nature capable of doing such great things, alone, or with that little help which scientific art deems it right to apply, on the surface of the body, we might reasonably infer that similar results would ensue under similar circumstances in the interior of the body ; and such, assuredly, is the fact. But we see also, in the one case as in the other, that, although the actual worker of the cure, Nature stands often in need of the assistance of art to put her in the right road, to remove obstacles from her path, and, occasionally, to supply instruments which she does not In the latter kind of wounds, when poulticing is used, profuse suppuration is established, inflammation being excited by the hot, rancid, oppressive, irritating poultice, much of the previously sound tissues are wasted away, and the resulting cicatrix is rigid, puckered, and contracted.
We read that Hippocrates himself used water dressing most successfully, but that afterwards Celsus introduced a variety of absurd and complicated medicines. In the 14th century, the system of secret dressing was in fashion, each practitioner having a remedy which he considered universally applicable. When at a still later period water dressings were used, they were accompanied with incantations, to which the good effects were attributed. It is stated that Ambrose Par?, a pious but superstitious man, used the same application, but astonished at his extraordinary success, deemed the remedy nothing less than miraculous, and therefore not to be used by mortals, and accordingly he abandoned it.
This mode of treating wounds has received at my hands a very extensive trial, and has been followed with great success. I must, however, confess that I have had no inconsiderable difficulty in overcoming the prejudices of the people against so simple a method; and, in ordinary private practice, it is not unlikely I might have been obliged to discontinue it, or at any rate, substitute the usual more formal perfumed lotions; but the nature of my appointments in connexion with the extensive manufactories in this district, has enabled me to carry forward the simpler practice, and that too, at last, to the entire satisfaction of the people themselves. Such prejudices are not confined to our 
